
What impact does the time of day have on the learning and achievemnt of pupils? 

 

 Rationale 

It became apparent early on in my probationary year that every minute of learning time is 
precious in the classroom. Making effective use of that time is crucial. Whilst carrying out 
formative assessment in the classroom, it was clear to see that there was a significant 
difference in not only the engagement levels of pupils at different times of the day, but in 
their learning and achievement. Indeed, there is already a wealth of literature on the topic. 
Studies dating back to the 1980s strongly suggest that children will have a peak in their day, 
and in this time will learn most (Biggers 1980, Dunn 1985). Pope (2016) discusses 
‘efficiency gains’ when discussing the extention of learning and achievement gained in these 
peak learning times. Barron, Henderson and Spurgeon found that the time of day has an even 
more specific impact on children who are not meeting the level of learning and development 
deemed average for their age. Research so far on the subject has suggested that yes, time of 
day does have an impact on the learning and achievement of pupils, but has proven to be 
inconclusive in proving which time of day that is (Ammons et al, 1995). 

Aims 

The aims of this enquiry will therefore be: 

1. To investigate what time of day allows for the most impactful learning for the 
majority of pupils. 

2. To discover pupils’ views on when they themselves believe they learn best. 

Methodology 

The evidence for this enquiry was gathered over a four week period. For this Primary 4 class, 
the subject of mathematics was chosen due to its right/ wrong nature which would help with 
formative assessment noted in the observation diary. Every Wednesday for three weeks, 
mathematics was carried out at a different time: Week one in the morning (09:00 – 10:30), 
week 2 in the morning (10:45-12:15) and week 3 in afternoon (13:00 -14:30). The nature of 
the learning remained the same: pupils participated in lessons on the same maths topic across 
the three weeks, with similar style of activities on a Wednesday, when observations were 
carried out. Generous incentives were provided across all sessions involved in the enquiry so 
to ensure that ample opportunity was provided to observe and note findings. These incentives 
were equal across the lessons, to ensure that no other variable was added into the enquiry. 
Two pupils from each of the three ability groupings were selected as part of a ‘focus group’, 
these pupils were named Pupil A-F for the purpose of the enquiry. Additional notes were kept 
on each pupil for comparison. Data from this focus group was collected in the following 
ways. 

Observation Diary: A teacher diary was kept with informal notes kept on observations made 
during the lesson and afterwards when checking written work.  

Exit Passes: All pupils were asked to fill out a short exit pass, where they coloured a circle 
red, amber or green. They were also asked to leave a short comment based on their thoughts 
on their level of concentration during the lesson.  



Verbal Questionnaire: Pupils were asked reflective questions (after exit passes were 
completed). Answers were noted by the teacher and classroom assistant. 

Results Grid: Both the number of questions completed and the number of correct answers 
were noted and compared. 

Findings 

Morning 1 (09:00-10:30) 

‘I like doing maths first thing in the morning… [But] I find multiplication hard. I 
think it’s a bit easier to get when I’ve woken up a bit more.’ (Verbal answer Pupil D). 

This questionnaire answer from Pupil D summarised the majority of pupils’ opinions on 
maths first thing in the morning. This class are timetabled to carry out maths lessons normally 
in the second session of the day (10.45-12:30). Over half of the class noted on their exit 
passes that the noise level was lower during this earlier maths session, but few pupils were 
able to notice this having an impact on their learning.  

Teacher observations drew a similar conclusion. The reduction in noise level was noted and 
regarded as extremely positive as it allowed additional one-on-one teaching time. However, it 
was not the most successful of the three lessons, achievement wise. Yes, there were 
“efficiency gains” for two of the six focus group pupils due to the increased one-one-one 
pupil-teacher time, but the movement of maths to this earlier time did not seem to have any 
significant impact on learning taking place, generally. 

Morning 2 (10.30-11.45) 

The amount of work completed during this session, and the standard of work, were not 
notably different to that of the previous week. Both weeks involved solving ten multiplication 
word problems. Comparing the focus groups work in ‘Morning 2’ to ‘Morning 1’ had 
resulted in (on average) one more correct answer per pupil. One third of the focus group had 
commented on feeling more ‘awake’ or ‘ready’ than they had been during ‘Morning 1’ 
session. 

Afternoon (13:00-14:30) 

‘I really liked doing my maths work in the afternoon. I had being working really hard 
on my reading work this morning, then I had time to relax a bit when we were doing 
Italian [Morning 2 session which contained no written work] and then I was using my 
brain lots again when we were doing maths after lunchtime.’ (Verbal Answer Pupil A) 

As much as noise levels were more ‘difficult to control’ in this afternoon session (noted in 
teacher diary), generally speaking, both the amount of work produced and the quality of that 
work had increased. Comparing the focus group’s work to ‘Morning 2’ session, the average 
amount of correct answers had increased by 2 (20%). Comparing exit slips from this session 
to ‘Morning 1’ session, 21% more pupils had marked their exit slip green, indicating that they 
found it easier to concentrate in this session in comparison to the other lessons. However, it is 
worth noting at this point that five pupils completed a significant amount less work than they 
had in the previous two sessions, and seemed ‘constantly distracted’ from their task (these 
pupils were not part of the focus group involved in the enquiry). This type of work at this 



time of day most definitely did not suit their type of learning, and moving maths to this time 
of the day decreased achievement. 

Conclusions 

Aim 1: It is clear from the findings that the most impactful learning session came from the 
afternoon. This however, came after strict instructions and generous incentives to control 
noise levels and encourage on task time, across all three sessions. It is worth noting at this 
point that it would be highly unlikely that these incentives would have such an impact if used 
commonly and therefore, it is unlikely that the afternoon would always have such positive 
outcomes. 

Aim 2: All pupils involved left at least one comment on their exit slips, despite it being 
optional. The majority of pupils were engaged in the process of the enquiry and were keen to 
share comments that could impact the class timetable. 

It is worth noting that this enquiry was very small scale and indeed the results could have 
greatly varied if lessons were carried out both in different subjects, and with different classes/ 
pupils. 

Implications for Future Practice 

Although the afternoon seemed to have a significant impact on learning, I do not believe that 
this would be as effective long-term. That said, it is clear that varying the time of day lessons 
were carried out had a significant impact in different ways on different pupils. This enquiry 
has encouraged me to vary this Primary 4 class’ timetable in order to provide more pupils 
with the opportunity to learn certain subjects at the time of day when they themselves learn 
best. 
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